Dengue is vector-borne viral infection transmitted to humans by the female Aedes aegypti mosquito\(^1\). Infection with dengue virus may result either in an asymptomatic infection or a febrile illness of varying severity ranging from mild illness to more severe forms such as dengue hemorrhagic fever and dengue shock syndrome\(^2\). At global level, there has been a reported 30-fold increase in incidence of Dengue in previous five decades\(^3\). Recent Dengue outbreak in Pakistan has reached epidemic proportion and has surpassed all previous records. Previous large outbreak occurred in 2011 and affected 27,000 people across the country including 370 deaths. During the current year over 25,000 dengue cases have been confirmed from across the country. This includes 6, 537, 5, 642, 4, 403, 4, 276 2, 750 cases from Islamabad, Punjab, Sindh, Khyber Pakhtun-khwa and Balochistan respectively. Fortunately, deaths reported this year are less than before, mainly because of awareness among public and health care professionals, resulting in earlier diagnosis and treatment of dengue patients\(^3\). Reasons for current dengue outbreak in Pakistan are multifactorial. Unfortunately, country lacks an effective functional healthcare delivery system with poor regulatory control over both medical education as well as clinical practice\(^4,5\). Public health initiatives are severely lacking with poor infrastructure, resulting in lack of mosquito control. Awareness about dengue is lacking among common public with the result that people do not take preventive measures nor seek medical care early enough for better clinical outcomes. Health care professionals are also not trained to properly pick cases early and treat them adequately. Uncontrolled practice of alternative and complimentary medical practitioners, as well as faith healers, promotes non evidence based practices resulting in delay in appropriate treatment of dengue patients at appropriate time. Majority of deaths in dengue are a result of poor hydration among dengue patients resulting in multi organ failure. We need urgent measures to meet the huge challenge of controlling dengue outbreak. Government should ensure measures are taken to control of mosquito breeding. Public need to be informed about preventive measures to stop breeding of mosquitos. Stagnant water sources need to be identified and removed. Proper nets should be put in place to stop mosquitos from entering homes and work places and places where people gather such as mosques. Effective fumigation should be in place to remove mosquitos. People should be encouraged to wear full sleeve shirts and full trousers and should use mosquito repellents. Such public health measures are much needed and will go a long way in controlling this epidemic. It’s important that print, electronic and social media is used to inform public about the disease, how it spreads and what are its early symptoms for its early detection. It’s equally important to educate and train our health care providers how to pick up cases early and how to treat them effectively. It’s important to have required resources to control dengue epidemic. In addition to family doctors, infectious disease experts and nurses, we need diagnostic support as well as advance intensive care services for those with multi organ failure. Kits need to be made available to detect dengue antigen and antibody. Establishment of a functional helpline at government level will help those who need assistance\(^6\). Academia has a very important role to control dengue outbreaks. Research into development of effective vaccine\(^7,8\) along with newer and better diagnostic and treatment modalities is need of the hour. Developing and implementing cost effective models of care that help control dengue epidemic is required. Public private partnership will help ease the crisis because government alone cannot handle the huge challenge of current and recurrent dengue epidemic\(^9\). Its time to act fast to control dengue outbreak in the country. All stakeholders should be involved in an effort to bring all available resources together, to prevent dengue associated morbidity and mortality in the country.
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